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Roy Kingerlee in his TR6 at the ATDI in Salem, Oregon
See Member Profile - Roy and Ann Kingerlee, page 13
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President’s Message
Hello all, it was with
trepidation that I
stepped into the new
role of president of
the club. I've been a
member since 2007
but I've been busy with my career and family and now
I thought it was time for me to give back to the club
from which I've learned so much about British cars
and especially my beloved TR8. Of course when I
stepped up to say I would run as president I was elected unanimously buy a very excited group at our January meeting. LOL. However, as I stepped into this new
role I found myself feeling a more comfortable then I
thought I would be. I think we have a great group of
people in our club and I can see some momentum
building from new members joining us and a renewed
energy from our current old-timers. I think we were all
excited to get our cars out too many events this year
including the ABFM at Van Duesen and the ATDI.
But, and a big but, this Coronavirus pandemic is
bound to put a damper on many many events this year.
I know it is a bummer for all of us. As we move forward, we must remain diligent and aware of this
threat. It remains to to be seen how this plays out.
Hopefully very quickly and we can all get back to
somewhat of a regular life. Of course we will monitor
and perhaps have to shut down some meetings here
in the next few months. Anyway, keep your chin up,
work on your cars, and get out there and enjoy them
even if you have to drive in very small groups or by
yourself.
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I will also mention, feel free to contact me regarding
any thing club related. I am there for you.
Sincerely,
Charlie Dooley,
Your BCTR President

Welcome to the following new members……..
Carlos & Julieta de Melo…………….Port Moody
James Darville, 1960, TR3…………..Victoria
Ron Spence, 1980, TR7……………...Nanaimo
Dave & Judy Stewart, 1974, TR6...Qualicum Beach
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BCTR January Banquet
Based on the pictures sent through by Charlie Dooley it
looks like everyone had a great relaxed time.
We didn’t get any write ups for this event, so you’ll have to
use your imagination as to what really went on.
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BCTR January Banquet (cont.)
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Idaho British Car Club—2020 Field Meet
Our neighbours to the south in the Idaho British Car Club are hosting their All British Field Meet from 18—
19 September this year. Details can be found on their web site which is listed at the bottom of the notice
below.
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Le Mans TR2 Sold
In November last year an ex-works Triumph TR2
from the 1955 Le Mans 24-Hour race sold for more
than a quarter of a million pounds at the Classic Motor Show. The following is taken from the Silverstone Auctions web site..

The Geneva Motor Show of March 1953 saw the
launch of the all-new Triumph TR2 sports car, developed from the one and only TR1 with the experimental chassis number X505. The new model was
soon in great demand due to its performance,
reliability, availability and low price. It competed
well against the contemporary rivals of the period and it soon became successful in competition
winning accolades including the team prize in the
Alpine Rally at their first outing and 27th overall
in the Mille Miglia beating many Ferraris.
For many sports car manufacturers at the time,

1954, a TR2 was privately entered in the ‘24 Heures
du Mans’ by Mr Edgar Wadsworth and, sharing the
driving with Mr John Brown, the pair finished a creditable 15th in the gruelling event completing a total
of 214 laps of the Circuit de la Sarthe.
The following year Standard-Triumph
Ltd decided to enter a ‘Works’ team of
three cars to compete at the 24-hours,
all finished in British Racing Green with
wire wheels and carrying consecutive
registrations ‘PKV 374’, ‘PKV 375’ and
‘PKV 376’. We are incredibly proud to
be offering one of these team cars, ‘PKV
374’ for sale. For a long time, 374 was
the sole survivor of the Works team and
as a result is one of the most historic TR
cars in existence.
The team cars were not exactly standard customer cars at the time, as they
were fitted with uprated experimental front disc
brakes, long range fuel tanks and high-port cylinder
heads, effectively making them prototypes, howev-

endurance racing not only served as a great marketing tool, but also a test-bed for new and innovative parts and engineering technologies. In
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Le Mans TR2 Sold (cont.)
er, it wasn’t long before these modifications became
standard fitment on customer cars. 374 and 375
were fitted with Girling disc brakes at the front and
11” Alfin drums at the rear, whilst PKV 376 utilised a
four-wheel Dunlop brake setup. Each car was piloted
by just two-drivers, perhaps unthinkable in modernday endurance racing
when three and four
are the norm. PKV 374
(car number 68) was

Saturday evening, he overcooked it exiting the famous Tertre Rouge corner and ran aground embedding the car into the sandbank. As the marshals
were not permitted to help the drivers to extricate
their cars, it was up to Brooke and his brute strength
and determination to dig the car out! Legend has it
that he used the glove
box lid and a shovel
that he found near
the corner, whilst

driven by Leslie
Brooke and Mortimer
Morris-Goodall, PKV
375 (car no. 29) by
Ken Richardson and
Bert Hadley and PKV
376 by Bob Dickson
and the talented Ninian Sanderson, who
was subsequently to win the race overall in 1956.

rocking the car in first
and reverse gears
to free it from the
ridge of sand on
which it was stubbornly perched. Eventually, after 2.5 hours
of toil, 374 was free
and back on track
with Brooke returning to the pit lane. For the rest of

The 1955 event would prove to be one that would
long remain in the memories of all those that witnessed the devastating accident when, at 6.26pm,
the Mercedes-Benz 300SLR of Pierre Levegh struck
the left-side of Lance Macklin’s Austin Healey 100S
NOJ 393 and the rapidly disintegrating Mercedes
ploughed into the main stand killing 84 people and
injuring a further 400. However, the organisers made the decision to continue with the race and,
at the time of the accident, PKV 374 had been running well and, according to the late-June issue of Au-

the race, gear selection became an issue and second
or top gears appeared the only options, so it
was remarkable that Brooke and Morris-Goodall finished the race in 19th place overall, only a few places behind their teammates in cars #28 and #29 who
finished 14th and 15th respectively.
After the race, both 375 and 376 returned to Coventry, however, 374 took the fancy of the late King
Hussein of Jordan who negotiated the car’s purchase
at the circuit and took it directly home to Jordan in
full Le Mans race trim. A fabulous article docu-

tosport, “Leslie Brooke was easily the fastest of the
MG and TR2 drivers, and for many laps averaged over 90 mph.”
Frustratingly for Brooke, at around 7pm on the

menting the purchase can be found in the April 2008
issue of Classic Cars magazine which is included in
the file. The King brought the car back to the UK in
1956, at which time it was in the Jordanian colours
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Le Mans TR2 Sold (cont.)
of blue and white
with luxurious upholstery, when
he came over to
attend the Army
Officers College at
Sandhurst. However,
in November of 1956
he sold PKV 374, presumably because it

the help of some generous
sponsorship, PKV
374 returned to the Circuit
de la Sarthe for the 2005 One
-Hour Le Mans Legends
race (the support race for the
modern-day 24-hours) driven
by top historic racers Tony
Dron and Nick Marsh. Unfortunately a misfire and fuel

was not suited to a
British winter!
The car then passed through several hands until
purchased by the present owner in 1972 in a dilapidated state; now sprayed yellow, although there is
clear evidence on various panels of its transition
from British Racing Green, to blue and white and
finally yellow.
After an incredibly long restoration, due to a
growing family and work commitments, the car was

starvation troubles meant
the car retired after only 6 laps, but in 2006 PKV
374 returned once again to the Le Mans Legends
race and had a successful outing in the hands of Nick
Marsh once again, finishing 5th in Class and
23rd overall.
In the intervening years the car was cherished,
rallied and shown and consequently is very wellknown within the TR community as letters from Bill
Piggot of the TR Register can attest. Having not been

finally finished and PKV 374 duly returned to competition in May 2000 when it successfully competed in
the London to Istanbul leg of the inaugural Around
the World in 80 Days Rally. The car still retains its Le
Mans long-range fuel tank, its original and irreplaceable Derringer cylinder head, manifold, axle and
brakes as fitted by the factory for the 1955 Le Mans
race.
After running 374 in many endurance rallies, most
of which are now run by the Historic Endurance Rally
Organisation (HERO), a plan was hatched to return

used for the past four years, the car is running but is
in need of some light recommissioning work and any
prospective buyers would be advised to bring a trailer and van to collect the car, parts and the staggering history file that accompanies this venerable little
Triumph!
Supplied with a UK V5c, reams of period photographs, CD’s, DVD’s, period magazines, photographs
from the restoration, its old FIA HTP passport (now
expired) and many race reports, this historically important Triumph TR2 is now ready, after 47 years of

this important TR2 to its spiritual home – Le Mans.
The car was race-prepared, an FIA HTP passport
gained and a team assembled to run the car. With

private family ownership, to start the next chapter
of its life.
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Stephen’s TR250 Stripe
This article was originally intended to be published in the
December newsletter.– Ed.
Stephen Pallavicini continues to work away finalizing his
superbly finished TR250 project and sent some great pictures
recently showing the high quality of workmanship.
He also sent a very useful tip for any members who are
doing a similar restoration and are looking for a way to paint
the stripe. He writes:
“Hi Jonathan,
I got the stripe put on. You might want to have a brief entry in the next newsletter noting that any 250 owners who
opt for not painting their stripe Fine-Line Signs on Welch St in
North Vancouver https://finelinesigns.ca will apply the stripe
in Vinyl. It looks great. They have the stripe program on file
including the colour I chose. Very close to Apple silver which
is very close to Ford silver that seems to be the closest to the
colours RTF noted on their spec sheet. I got the program from
Gary Hickman off a thread on Triumph Experience. The dimensions conform to TRF’s specs and not the Moss specs.
Hence the main stripe is 3” wide and not 2 5/8. The cost is around $300. A bargain.
Cheers, Stephen. “
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Standard Vanguard
The car in
the photo
to the left is
the first car
I can remember us
owning as a
family. It was, I am fairly certain, a pre-WWII Austin
10, I was very young at the time and so details like
that are a bit sketchy and I only have a vague recol-

distinctive,
sloping
rear boot
lid and an
attractive
"wraparound"
grille. AltPhase 1
hough the
Vanguard Phase I still had a separate chassis the me-

lection of it. What still stands out in my mind
though, was seeing my father and a friend cut the
back half of the original car off with hacksaws (no
power tools) and replace with the estate version in
the photo. I had no idea at the time that you could
do things like that and it seemed like magic to me.
The next car we owned was a Standard Vanguard
Phase III which I thought was worth a few lines in
this newsletter since not much is written about Vanguards and they are rarely seen on the roads these

chanical specifications were thoroughly modern and
included all-synchromesh gears, front
coil suspension and hydraulic brakes. Beneath the
bonnet (hood) was an all new four-cylinder 2088cc
engine complete with overhead valves. The
Vanguard was an instant success and sold well at
home and abroad in the all important export
markets. Production of the initial Phase I Vanguard
ceased in 1952 after 184,799 units had been sold.
Standard launched the Vanguard Phase II in 1952.

days, even in the UK, although I think there are a
few in Australia. That car I remember quite clearly
although unfortunately I do not have any photos of
the actual car. It was a black body with red
interior, very much like the one in the photo
on this page. It seemed huge to me, at the
time, as I was still quite young and by UK
standards, I suppose it was a fairly large car.
The Vanguard line was launched in 1947
and turned out to be Standard’s most famous and successful post-war model. It was

The new model had revised styling with a
"notchback" boot lid and cut-away rear wheel spats.
Apart from having a revised gearchange and hydrau-

a completely new design, its exterior styling
was reminiscent of many contemporary US
saloons. The bold four door body featured a

10
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Standard Vanguard (cont.)
lic clutch
little else
had
changed
on the
Phase II
and so the
Phase II
model continued to sell well both in the UK and Australia and
81,074 were manufactured.

The engine with its single Solex downdraught carburetor now produced 68 bhp (51 kW; 69 PS). It had a
top speed of 83.7 mph (134.7 km/h), could accelerate from 0–60 mph (97 km/h) in 21.7 seconds and
had a fuel consumption of 25.9 miles per imperial
gallon. The top speed of the car was quite academic
to us though as my father never drove above 50
mph despite my encouragement from us in the back
seat.
There were three variants on the Phase III, the

The Phase III Vanguard of 1955 finally broke away
from the old "separate" chassis engineering layout
of the two previous Vanguard models. The new
chassis arrangement also allowed the engine to sit
further forward in the body, thus allowing improved
interior space. The Vanguard III also featured revised, modern styling with a much lower roofline
than the older car. The lower roof and unitary construction all helped save weight and improve the
cars performance and fuel consumption. The 2088cc

Sportsman, the Ensign and the Vignale. In all,
37,194 Phase III Vanguards were manufactured.
The last of the line, the Vanguard Six, was Introduced at the end of 1960 and featured a six-cylinder
1,998 cc engine with push-rod overhead valves: this
was the engine subsequently installed in
the Triumph 2000. The compression ratio was 8.0:1,
and twin Solex carburettors were fitted giving an
output of 80 bhp (60 kW) at 4500 rpm. Externally
the only differences from the Vignale were the badg-

Vanguard engine carried over from the earlier model
along with the gearbox (although with higher ratios)
but was now offered with an optional overdrive unit.

ing but the interior was updated. A Vanguard Six
was reported to have a top speed of 87 mph.
That was the last Standard or Triumph my parents
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Standard Vanguard (cont.)
owned. I don’t recall what happened to it but like most UK cars at
the time is probably succumbed to
the ravages of rust. After that we
had a Morris Oxford which was a
very nice car and then succession of
Ford Cortinas before my father finally gave up driving.
Jonathan Clegg
Phase III

Oops…..the roof came down
Apparently while I was down in New
Zealand you had a decent snowfall in
the Lower Mainland.
You are looking at the temporary repair of what was a 12’-0 high peaked
roof shelter at the side of my garage.
The snow was heavy enough to collapse the framing. The framing managed to land on the first two cross
supports of the TR6’s convertible
roof bending them both. A friend
came by, removed the snow as best
he could and with whatever he
found around, shored up the remains of the fabric. C’est la Vie…..!
12
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Member Profile - Ann and Roy Kingerlee
My first experience with a sports car was when
one of my best friends purchased a 1964 TR4 in
1967. We had a great trip to Penticton during a
summer long weekend. Those were the days when
Penticton was a serious party town. After that trip, a
couple of other friends bought new TR’s in 1968.
One bought a GT6 and the other a signal red TR250.
I had been looking at Austin Healeys and had decided to by one but was disappointed to discover the
production of the Healey had ceased after 1967 with

Assistant Engineer who had growled at me one
evening as I was in his way when he was hooking up
a waterline to the vessel. So much for that, I figured.
Incredibly, on the last night of the summer that our
watches worked the same shift, he asked me to join
him at a crew beach party.
We have been together ever since. Sadly the car
only lasted a couple more years. Nevertheless, during that time we made a road trip to Southern California, got married, attempted a ski trip to Manning

the last cars being sold in early 1968. While in the
show room of Plimley Motors in Victoria, I spotted a
1969 signal red TR6 on the show room floor and decided that I had to have it. A quick trip to the bank
for a loan and it was mine for a grand total of $3200.
That put a bit of a strain on my budget, but it was
considerably cheaper than the Jaguar XKE sitting
next to it, which was almost $8000. The TR6 was my
daily driver for five years of fun with the occasional
mechanical challenge thrown in. With-

Park (foiled by a rear suspension failure), went on
hikes and camping trips and had a baby who tucked
neatly into a cot behind the seats under the roll bar.
Roy also gave the 3 year old TR a complete engine
rebuild and had her cylinders bored out for extra
performance. At this point, he was promoted to Junior Engineer and we moved to the Sunshine Coast.
The driveway to our waterfront cottage was far from
TR friendly and our daughter was outgrowing her cot

out the TR, I may never have met my
wife who agreed to include her experience with me and my car.
Ann’s Story:
In June 1971, after completing my first
year of university, I attained a summer
job as a tourist counselor on BC Ferries.
One of the first things I noticed was a
pair of red Triumphs, a 250 and a 6,
parked side by side in the staff parking
lot. I especially liked the TR6 and wondered who owned it. Eventually I discovered it was the pride and joy of the surly,
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Member Profile - Ann and Roy Kingerlee
so the TR was sold and we found ourselves in a Volvo station wagon.
Twenty-five years later, in 1999, Roy spotted a
TR6 for sale in Victoria. We immediately drove in to
have a look. It was a mallard blue, ‘73 and looked
lovely, although a close inspection revealed that it
had been repaired with bondo and was covered in
little blisters. Nevertheless, a couple of hours later I
found myself following Roy home in his second TR6.
I remember being amused that I could tell when he

joined the BCTR, acting as his co-pilot on many annual Boys’ Runs and Triumphfest in San Rafael, California in 2013. There was only a minimal amount of
ribbing and lots of encouragement to carry on with
the project from the other BCTR members.
In 2014, Roy found a 1974 TR6 for sale at Drake’s
British Motors in Kelowna. It was a California car
which paired well with the 1973 – same colour,
different wear. What was rusty on the BC car was
good on the California car and what was sun-

was about to change lanes by watching him shoulder
check – not surprisingly, the signal lights did not
work. Once home, he took me then each of our
three kids for a drive. The oldest asked him if he
would drive her to her wedding which was about six
months away. It seemed a reasonable request as the
car was drivable and there were only a few things
Roy wanted to do to it first. However, it was parked,
occasionally tinkered with and the “to do” list grew.
Progress was slow as other demands kept taking

damaged on the California car was good on the BC
car. He decided to buy it and make one good car out
of two…plus a few new parts that he’d been “adding
to cart” over the years. He was also about to retire
and finally had the uninterrupted time he needed.
Over the next 4 years he rebuilt the car from the
bottom up with help from Lee Cunningham, who did
the transmission and Trevor Black, in Sooke, who did
a superb job prepping and painting the car.

precedence over its restoration.
In the
meantime
Roy met Greg
Winterbottom and

TR6 number two.
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Member Profile - Ann and Roy Kingerlee

Heading home from Kelowna with Roy’s third TR6 in tow.
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Member Profile - Ann and Roy Kingerlee
On June 19, 2018, Roy and the TR were finally on the
road and ready to head to the ATDI in Salem. There
were a few hiccups before leaving and on the way
we managed to run out of gas, so we now we know
what the gas gauge reads when the tank is empty.
Nevertheless, we made it there and home before it
died in the garage. Who knew that brand new condensers could be faulty? Despite being full of new
parts, we are constantly reminded that it is almost
50 years old and will always be a project!

16

Since that inaugural run, we have been to many Old
English Car Club events in Victoria, Kamloops and
Ladysmith as well as the ATDI in Penticton. Roy is
enthusiastically anticipating driving her in the BCTR
Boys’ Run this June.
Roy and Ann Kingerlee
Saanichton, BC
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California Dreamin’
I missed the 700 plus Dr. George car show in Indian
Wells, California, but still got lots of my car fix in
Southern California this winter. There were small
shows in Indian Wells and Palm Desert with a great
mix of cars. The other big event is the McCormick’s
3 day auction Feb 21 – 23. Keith McCormick came to
Palm Springs from the UK in 1981, and did his first
car auction in 1985. It is a family owned business,
and they do two auctions a year in February and November. They also have a year round showroom in
Palm Springs. This was their 68th auction, with 501
cars listed, and 287 sold. The highest price was
$198,750 for a 1965 Porsche 356 Cabriolet. Other
notables were a 49 REO Speedwagon for $36,835,
and a 37 Packard 115C Roadster for $54,060. There
were several imports with only one Triumph, a 64
TR4 from Washington with a complete history. Bids
went to $26,000, but didn’t make the reserve. A
1960 MGA was also a no sale at $20,000. There was

BC Triumph Registry Quarterly Publication

also a very nice Jaguar XK140, that Alex Trebeck had
to sell when he was down on his luck starting out. It
was a no sale at $57,000. The last show that I was at
had a couple Triumphs, one a very nice pale blue
TR4A, supercharged, with a Surrey Top and wires.
We ended our stay in the Desert with a visit with the
Overholts, and talk of Triumphs and the Boy’s Run.
There are lots of car events, and cool cars out cruising SoCal to check out if you get a chance.
Greg Winterbottom
TR250
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California Dreamin’
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California Dreamin’
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Ellerslie Car Show….9 Feb 2020
The Ellerslie Car Show is held at the
Ellerslie Racecourse (horses) in Remuera
New Zealand. This show is by invitation but
is open to all car makes. It is very similar to
the ABFM Van Duesen . Numbers were
down from last year but still it was a great
show. No TR2’s or 3’s or 4’s but pretty
much everything else. Have a look at the
photos. I’ve also included a few photos of
“other” cars that interested me. Enjoy…!
And the Others…..

Mini’s, Morris Minor low light, Car that Noddy used to drive,
Riley’s, Riley special, Sunbeams, Hillman, Sunbeam Imp.
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Ellerslie Car Show….9 Feb 2020

Cars for sale
Chargers
Fords………….
Holden Torana
Austin’s……..
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Caffeine & Classics….Smales Farm..Feb 22, 2020
Caffeine & Classics is New Zealand’s answer to Carbs & Coffee held all over North America. The main
difference is the number of cars that turn up. They have had over a thousand arrive for this free event. A
number of clubs try to park as a group, but in order to do this you have to arrive pretty early. I went with
a friend from the Auckland Mini Club. He has friends who have all kinds of different makes, American,
Australian, English, etc. The event is held at Smales Farm, a working farm in Takapuna, north shore of
Auckland which also caters to special events so has some pretty big parking lots. It was a great show and
the photos are pretty random because this is how they arrived and parked. See if you can identify most
of the cars. Look in the background for interesting jems….
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Caffeine & Classics….Smales Farm..Feb 22, 2020
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Caffeine & Classics….Smales Farm..Feb 22, 2020
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BCTR Meeting Minutes
December 11th, 2019
President's Report

Lee Cunningham called the meeting to order at 7:35 pm. Richard is away tonight.

Minutes

November 13th meeting minutes accepted with the revision to remove Brian T’s name from the
Nomination Committee duties. M – Denis T / S – Olivier M / C

Treasurer’s Report

Keith Sparkes reports a balance of $ 15,464 (ATDI bills are still being paid, regalia and event tour
expenses. Negotiations with regalia provider are still in progress. WIP)

Editor’s Report

Bryan Wicks is calling for articles & pictures of any past events of interest to members.
Work is ongoing to identify pictures and owners from summer & fall events.
The issuance of the Triumph Heritage newsletter is slightly delayed due to computer challenges &
SNAFUs.

Regalia

Keith Sparkes has stock for sale at the meeting, see him. Crests/pins/grill badges.
Car antenna flag swag & BCTR embroidery. A few ATDI items remain, some clothing items and a
few coffee mugs.

Membership

The updated roster reflects 83 paid members to date, 20 at tonight's meeting.

Correspondence

Jerry received email from Al Dodimead indicating he will not be renewing his membership due to
sale of his TR250 and something about a Porsche 911 !
Email from Dave Larnyer (?) 1958 TR3A emigrating from Spain to Vernon, looking for a LH steering
arm.

Past Events

Sunday, Dec. 8th from 3:30 PM Cheryl & Greg Winterbottom hosted a Xmas social – Big Thank You
to Cheryl & Greg once again.

Future Events

January 19, 2020 (Sunday) – BCTR Annual Banquet, doors 6 PM, dinner 7 PM. Dinner price same as
last year $45 per person. See list going around at meeting. See website for exact location of
Guildford Golf and Country Club (same location as last year).
February 10, 2020 – Drive Your Triumph Day dedicated to Sir John Black

Please refer to BCTR
web site often.
New Business

Current BCTR Secretary (me) will be stepping down end of 2019. Looking for new talent to join the
team and record the minutes. ‘Apply within’ (to the remaining executive, Lee Cunningham).
To facilitate the Executive changes 1 or 2 more (1 currently) members are required on the nominating committee, please consider helping out. Please contact Richard Walker.
STAG 50th Anniversary to be celebrated at the 2020 ABFM – Spread the word.

Technical

Dave Rodger/Brian Thomlinson/Dale McRoberts are working on a stubborn TR4 engine with seized
pistons – WIP

Video & internet

None tonight.

Meeting adjourned at 8:50 PM - NEXT Meeting Wed, January 8th / AGM
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BCTR Meeting Minutes
January 8th, 2020
President's Report

Lee Cunningham called the meeting to order at 7:35 pm. Richard is away tonight.

Minutes

November 13th meeting minutes accepted with the revision to remove Brian T’s name from the
Nomination Committee duties. M – Denis T / S – Olivier M / C

Treasurer’s Report

Keith Sparkes reports a balance of $ 15,464 (ATDI bills are still being paid, regalia and event tour
expenses. Negotiations with regalia provider are still in progress. WIP)

Editor’s Report

Bryan Wicks is calling for articles & pictures of any past events of interest to members.
Work is ongoing to identify pictures and owners from summer & fall events.
The issuance of the Triumph Heritage newsletter is slightly delayed due to computer challenges &
SNAFUs.

Regalia

Keith Sparkes has stock for sale at the meeting, see him. Crests/pins/grill badges.
Car antenna flag swag & BCTR embroidery. A few ATDI items remain, some clothing items and a
few coffee mugs.

Membership

The updated roster reflects 83 paid members to date, 20 at tonight's meeting.

Correspondence

Jerry received email from Al Dodimead indicating he will not be renewing his membership due to
sale of his TR250 and something about a Porsche 911 !
Email from Dave Larnyer (?) 1958 TR3A emigrating from Spain to Vernon, looking for a LH steering
arm.

Past Events

Sunday, Dec. 8th from 3:30 PM Cheryl & Greg Winterbottom hosted a Xmas social – Big Thank You
to Cheryl & Greg once again.

Future Events

January 19, 2020 (Sunday) – BCTR Annual Banquet, doors 6 PM, dinner 7 PM. Dinner price same as
last year $45 per person. See list going around at meeting. See website for exact location of
Guildford Golf and Country Club (same location as last year).
February 10, 2020 – Drive Your Triumph Day dedicated to Sir John Black

Please refer to BCTR
web site often.
New Business

Current BCTR Secretary (me) will be stepping down end of 2019. Looking for new talent to join the
team and record the minutes. ‘Apply within’ (to the remaining executive, Lee Cunningham).
To facilitate the Executive changes 1 or 2 more (1 currently) members are required on the nominating committee, please consider helping out. Please contact Richard Walker.
STAG 50th Anniversary to be celebrated at the 2020 ABFM – Spread the word.

Technical

Dave Rodger/Brian Thomlinson/Dale McRoberts are working on a stubborn TR4 engine with seized
pistons – WIP

Video & internet

None tonight.
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BCTR Meeting Minutes
February 12, 2020
President's Report

Charlie Dooley, the new President, called the meeting to order at 7:35 pm.

Minutes

January 8th meeting minutes accepted. by Richard W and seconded by John

Treasurer’s Report

Keith Sparkes was running late and no information was provided.

Editor’s Report

Bryan Wicks was travelling but as usual photographs and articles are required.

Regalia

Keith Sparkes was not available.

Membership

The updated roster reflects 61 paid members to date, 20 at tonight's meeting. Ray (63 TR3A) and
Clay (72 Stag) were reintroduced.

Correspondence

Jerry was not present, but emails with information had been sent to members over the past
month.

Past Events

Annual BCTR Banquet had fewer numbers than previous years but enjoyed by all. New executive
introduced. Thanks to the Puffers for organizing this event.
A few members participated in Drive your Triumph day Feb. 10 th.

Future Events

Brian spoke about the arrangements for Barlow’s boys run to take place June 4 to 7 th. Jerry is also
organizing this event. At least 9 members will participate.
Harrison run (Ken), Barrie’s July event, Wings and wheels at Maple Lake, POCO and other events
were mentioned.
ABFM on the Victoria Day weekend; we may have a booth and the Stag has at least 12 entered.
Celebration of the Stag this year at the event.

Please refer to BCTR
web site often.

New Business

A discussion on ways to retain and increase members was productive and many suggestions may
be implemented.
We believe we have a new events coordinator but not confirmed yet. Anyone interested in that
position please get a hold of someone on the executive.
Charlie may host the post ABFM BBQ at his home.

Technical

Dave Rodger has acquired two triumphs for body parts from Charlie Dooley.
Dave also gave a good presentation of how modern electronics can be used for our vehicles

Video & internet

None tonight.

Meeting adjourned at 8:50 PM. NEXT Meeting: Wednesday, March 11 2020
th
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From the Editors
Hello from Bryan, (& Jonathan).
The majority of this newsletter has been done by
Jonathan, yes he is back at it for us. So a big thanks
to Jonathan who is at home recovering from a
pretty serious medical procedure. Good luck to
Jonathan.
This newsletter is a bit late due to my winter
break in New Zealand. I managed to come home
before Covid-19 travel restrictions started to take
place. I was enjoying my self too much in NZ to do
any work on the newsletter.
As you will see in this newsletter there have been
a few events occurring since our last publication.
Not all of them have been local or involving our
club, however they are car related and we hope you
find them interesting.
Thanks to those who have submitted articles. As
always we are looking for more articles. This is
your newsletter and in order for it to continue, we
need your contributions. Some of you must be out
there getting your cars ready for the spring or
simply continuing on with your restorations. Please
send us some photos or a blurb of how things are
going.
Due to the Covid-19 pandemic there are a
number of events on hold, being postponed or
cancelled. I received notice this morning (3/19/20)
that the ABFM and the run up to Whistler is being
postponed to “later this summer”. This is just one
of a slew of events up in the air. At this stage I
don’t know if the April Triumph monthly meeting
will be cancelled. Stay tuned for information closer
to the date.

Memberships
Memberships
Membership dues are $40.00 per year and are due
by December 31st.
Family Memberships
Family memberships are $50 for households that
have two continuously active members. The second
member is entitled to vote at all regular BCTR
meetings.
For membership renewals, contact: BCTR Registrar Ken Nicoll kdntr6@gmail.com

Monthly Meetings
BC Triumph Registry Monthly Meetings are held the
second Wednesday of the month.
Location:
MEETING LOCATION
As of January 2016, the BCTR meetings are held at
the Cloverdale Fairgrounds, 6188 -176 Street,
Surrey
Time:
Start at 7:30 pm sharp!

Please note, I am now using a new e-mail. You
can get a hold of me at: bwicksTR3@gmail.com
Cheers:……….Bryan
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Regalia
All items available with BCTR Club or standard Triumph logo. Order from Ellen by email: kesparks@shaw.ca
Aerial Flags

Embroidered Cloth Crests
2½ inch diameter
$10

$5

United We Drive Pins 1 3/8” x 3/8”

$3

Long Sleeve Henley
Pocket, tagless back
neck, logo horn
buttons, taped neck
and shoulder seams.
Black or olive $42

Men’s Melton Wool Jacket
Leather sleeves and stand-up collar, rib-knot cuffs
and waist band, snap front closures, full Taffeta lining, inside pocket, with logo. Sizes S—5X
$175

You can order direct from Capricorn One in the UK. They have a wide range of Triumph Auto items. Their
website is www.capricorn1.co.uk. All items for all Triumph cars displayed when you click on “Triumph”

Some Club Cars!
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People that make BC Triumph Registry Tick…..

Executive
President
Vice President
Secretary 1/2
Secretary 2/2
Treasurer
Past President
Membership

Charlie Dooley
Lee Cunningham
Lyle Dickson
Robert Strath
Keith Sparkes
Richard Walker
Ken Nicoll

bctriumph@gmail.com
l_cunnin@hotmail.com
bctriumph@gmail.com
bctriumph@gmail.com
kesparkes@shaw.ca
bctriumph@gmail.com
kdntr6@gmail.com

Position Vacant
Ken Nicoll
Jerry Goulet
Vladimir Kuzel
Jonathan Clegg
Bryan Wicks
Ellen Sparkes
Lee Cunningham
Jerry Goulet

kdntr6@gmail.com
jerry.tr3a@gmail.com
vkuzel@telus.net
jonathanc5885@gmail.com
bwicksTR3@gmail.com
kesparkes@shaw.ca
l_cunnin@hotmail.com
jerry.tr3a@gmail.com

Bryan Wicks
John Finlayson
Brian Thomlinson
Bob McDiarmid
Dave Rodger
Barry Puffer
Lee Cunningham

bwicksTR3@gmail.com
john_finlayson@telus.net
thomlinson2@shaw.ca
rjmcdiarmid@telus.net
rosrodger@gmail.com
bpuffer1@shaw.ca
l_cunnin@hotmail.com

Coordinators
Advertising
Club Archivist
Club Assets
Events
Publication Editors
Regalia
VTR Liaison
Webmaster

Technical Reps
TR2/3/3A/3B
TR4/4A
TR5/250
TR6
TR7/8
Spitfire and GT6
Triumph Other
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Upcoming Events—2020
If you have an event that you think would be of interest to BCTR members and would like to have included
in this list, please contact Vladi Kuzel- vkuzel@telus.net
EVENT

DETAILS

Mar 2020
Mar-14

Harrison Hot Springs Run

Start location: Chevron Station

(weather permitting)

32700 Lougheed Hwy, Mission.
Departure Time: 10:00 am

May 2020
May-16

ABFM

All British Field Meet - a Vancouver All British Classic Event

VanDusen

Featuring Triumph Stag

Vancouver
May-17

Whistler Run
West Van - Whistler

ABFM Whistler Run

June 2020
June 25 - Summer Tour
28
Baker City, Oregon

Idaho British Car Club Summer Tour 2020

Aug 2020
ATDI 2020
August 13Olympia
16

All Triumph Drive In in Olympia WA

BC Historic Races
August 14Mission BC
16

BC Historic Motor Races (BCHMR) at the Mission Raceway

at the Red Lion Hotel
Reservations 1-360-943-4000, Quote "ALLT0813".

Road Course, Mission, BC.
Host club: The Vintage Racing Club of British Columbia

Sept 2020
Sept 10-11- Triumphest
12
San Diego

Triumphest

Oct 2020
Oct-24

Harrison Hot Springs Run

Start location: Chevron Station

(weather permitting)

32700 Lougheed Hwy, Mission.
Departure Time: 10:00 am



For more detailed information and future events, check out the BCTR website: http://
www.bctriumphregistry.com/



Due to the COVID-19 Virus ALL events are currently postponed or cancelled.
check out the BCTR website for current information.
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Looking Back

The End, off to the Dump
Or

Maybe not………...
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